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Keep a cool head in these precious times

Our dairy survey results show that the year to 31 March 
2017 was noticeably challenging as the previous year 
and this is unsurprising bearing in mind the lowest milk 
prices were suffered early in summer 2016. In addition, 
the profit for 2017 of 1.08 ppl predicted in last year’s 
survey turned out to be much lower at 0.28ppl purely 
as a result of the disastrous milk price suffered during 
the last six months of 2016/17. Since then, the price 
paid to dairy farmers has increased but many would 
remark (with some justification) that those price rises 
were too slow in coming, bearing in mind how the 
dairy commodities market moved towards the back half 
of 2016 and in early 2017.

There is no doubt that there is a general feeling that 
the desperately low milk prices achieved over the last 
couple of years has curtailed investment in dairy units 
and has also seen many dairy producers looking to cut 
their costs both in terms of direct costs and overheads in 
an attempt to survive those traumatic times. The result 
is that the growth and output has slowed on many units 
and with the continual flow of dairy farmer’s exiting the 
industry, the net effect is that milk production has not 
moved forward to any significant extent. Indeed average 
yield per cow dropped from 7320 litres in 2016 to 7227 
litres for 2017-undoubtably as producers reduced levels 
of feed ration in pursuit of cost savings.

In contrast, demand for the products has increased. On a 
UK level, that demand has been fuelled by the significant 
reduction in the value of the sterling, particularly when 
compared with our European ‘cousins’. True, there has 
been sizable increases in the milk production in some 
key EU member states such as Ireland and Poland, for 
example. However, the attraction of imported dairy 
commodities, and in particular cream and butter from 
outside of the UK, has diminished as sterling has lost 
value. At the time of writing this foreword the pound 
has reduced in value by 21% from €1.43 to €1.13 when 
comparing its current value to its high in November 
2015 and ahead of the Brexit vote in June 2016.

What our survey does tell us is that many dairy farms 
are predicted to return to a sustainable profitability 
for 2017/18 albeit that the level of profits expected to 
be achieved is still exposed to the risk of rising costs. 
However, at a predicted 3.11 ppl, this is much healthier 
than the 0.28 ppl achieved last year meaning a farmer 
producing our average 2m litres will see annual profits 
rise from a challenging £5,600 to £62,200. Don’t get 
carried away, it will still take months, if not years of 
trading at this level to repair depleted balance sheets 
which have taken a massive hit over the last couple of 
years with the lack of profitability in this sector.

Many factors that influence milk price will be beyond 
the control of dairy farmers, for example currency, and 
they must base their business planning on the fact that 
sterling is currently weak and may not remain so weak 
moving forward, particularly in the medium to longer 
term. Indeed, the Pound is already on the rise climbing 
5% in the last month alone. The dairy market is like every 
other market, supply and demand determine prices. 
Dairy farmers as a collective must consider whether their 
fortunes are best served by ramping up output. There 
is no perfect solution here, but the more producers that 
understand that over production will simply serve to 
destroy their market, the greater the chance that this 
precious industry has to maintaining a sensible level 
of profitability. Move with the times but don’t set your 
primary goal at being bigger, larger and purposely 
driving the whole sector back into over production.

We hope you enjoy reading these more positive 
numbers and in particular we hope you take away some 
positivity which is a feature that we found difficult to 
report when the 2016 figures were produced. Both 
Old Mill Accountancy and the Farm Consultancy 
Group have significant exposure to the farming sector 
generally and the dairy sector specifically. Our Dairy 
Survey is part of the service we provide to our clients 
and whilst benchmarking is not the be all and end all, 
it is virtually without exception that we get asked the 
question ‘how am I doing then?’ and we are more than 
happy to help answer that question.

Mike Butler

Dan Heal



The 2017/18 year should see an increase 
in profits for most businesses due to rising 
milk prices. With prices now up around 
28 to 30 pence per litre (ppl), efficient 
businesses should be able to generate 
a profit of around 3 ppl, with the more 
efficient operators sitting above 5 ppl.

As the forecast figures show for 
the current financial year ending 
31st March 2018 we expect 
profits to increase. On the cost 
side of the business, the area 
which you as the farmer can 
control, we would expect to see 

overall costs remain fairly static on average. That is 
not to say that there should be some savings, but that 
these are countered by some costs increasing.

Cost reductions should be seen in feed costs as the price 
of cereals and proteins comes back this autumn and 
winter. Fertiliser costs have also dropped back during 
the summer, so those buying early will have benefited.

On the other side, we would expect to see increases 
in vet and medicine costs as more businesses start 
vaccinating stock. Some of this should be offset by 
a reduction in dry cow therapy usage as more milk 
buyers encourage selective dry cow treatments. Silage 
making costs are also expected to increase, not due 
to contractors putting prices up, but more due to the 
good grass growing year we have had leading to more 
silage being made. Depreciation costs could also rise 
slightly due to renewed confidence within the industry 
leading to increased levels of investment.

Overall, we would expect the current 12 months to 
be a much more profitable year and with the current 
predictions showing a shortage of milk going into the 
winter there are plenty of reasons to be optimistic for 
the coming year. That said, we should not sit back and 
relax and it is important to continue to focus on making 
your business more efficient by reducing or eliminating 
costs with feed, labour and machinery costs being the 
main areas to focus on.

Phil Cooper

Rachel Reed
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Key findings
n   The average total comparable cost of milk production in the year to 31 March 2017 was 29.20p/

litre compared to an average milk price received of 25.71p/litre.

n  The average total comparable cost of milk production in the year to 31 March 2018 is projected to 
be 29.19p/litre against an average milk price received of 29.00p/litre.

n  The main decrease in the cost of milk production for 2018 is projected to be feed costs reducing 
by 0.62p/litre. A reduction is expected due to a drop in cereal and protein prices this coming 
autumn and winter, leading to lower feed costs.

n  In contrast, variable costs are expected to increase in cost by 0.57p/litre. The variable cost increase 
is anticpated due to an increase in the number of vaccinations and additional dairy companies 
requiring milk recording details.

n  Power and machinery costs are forecasted to rise by 0.38p/litre due to silaging costs increasing 
as good grass growth leading to higher grass yields and renewed confidence in the sector 
leading to reinvestment.

n  Overall, the comparable farm profit is projected to increase from 0.28p/litre in 2017 to 3.11 p/litre 
in 2018.

n  The bottom 10% of producers received 2.42p/litre less in total income than the top 10%.

n  The total comparable cost of milk production for the top 10% of producers was 20.04p/litre 
compared with 39.62p/litre for the bottom 10%, a difference of 19.58p/litre.

The basis
In order to understand and interpret the results of the survey, it is important to set out the basis 
upon which these figures have been produced, specifically:

n  The sample consists of Old Mill and Farm Consultancy Group clients who derive their income 
mainly or solely from milk sales.

n  The farms all have a March year end 

n  In order to make the businesses comparable, rents, interest payments, drawings, tax and capital 
expenditure have been excluded from the figures and a labour charge of £30,000 has been 
included per full time partner/director. Basic Payment Scheme has also been excluded from the 
income. It should be noted that depreciation has been included in these figures.

n  The projection for 2018 has been calculated by looking at actual costs incurred for this financial 
year to date along with national trends.

n  The sample data within the pool data of dairy farmers for the survey varies year on year due to 
data availability



Key

Comparable farm profit

Property repairs

Administration

Power and machinery

Labour (paid and unpaid)

Variable costs 

Purchased feed

Key points

n  The average milk price is projected to increase by 3.29p/litre.

n  The cost of production is projected to remain fairly static, decreasing 
by  0.01p/litre.

n  Feed costs are expected to drop by 0.62p/litre with variable costs 
projected to increase by 0.57p/litre.

n  The average producers’ comparable farm profit is projected to increase 
by 2.83p/litre for 2018 compared with 2017.
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Results for 2016 and 2017 vs projected results for 2018

Actual results for 2016 and 2017 vs projected results for 2018
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2018 (projected)

 2016  2017  2018  Difference between 
   (projected) 2017 and 2018

 Pence/litre Pence/litre Pence/litre Pence/litre

Milk price 26.34 25.71 29.00 3.29

Non milk income 3.70 3.77 3.30 (0.47)

TOTAL INCOME 30.04 29.48 32.30 2.82 

Purchased feed 7.73 7.57 6.95 (0.62)

Variable costs 5.88 5.67 6.24 0.57

Labour (Paid and Unpaid) 6.38 6.39 6.00 (0.39)

Power and machinery 6.75 7.17 7.55 0.38

Administration 1.47 1.61 1.65 0.04

Property repairs 0.84 0.79 0.80 0.01

Cost of production 29.05 29.20 29.19 (0.01)

COMPARABLE FARM PROFIT 0.99 0.28 3.11 2.83



Top 10% vs bottom 10% by retained profit for 2017

 Top 10%  Bottom 10%  Difference

Herd size 256 177 (79) 

Yield per cow (litres) 5,382 6,488 1,106 

Total milk production (litres) 1,377,815 1,148,371 (229,444)

 Pence/litre Pence/litre Pence/litre 

Milk price 24.99 25.76 0.77

Non milk income 3.99 0.80 (3.19)

TOTAL INCOME 28.98 26.56 (2.42)

Purchased feed 4.07 8.73 (4.66)

Variable costs 4.50 8.55 (4.05)

Labour (paid and unpaid) 5.05 9.48 (4.43)

Power and machinery 5.07 8.83 (3.76)

Administration 1.01 2.04 (1.03)

Property repairs 0.34 1.99 (1.65)

Cost of production 20.04 39.62 (19.58)

COMPARABLE FARM PROFIT 8.94 -13.06 (22.00)

Actual results for top 10% vs bottom 10%
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Key points

n  The bottom 10% received 0.77p/litre more for their milk

n  There was a difference of 19.58p/litre in the costs of production between the top 10% and the bottom 10%

n  Power and machinery, variable, labour and feed costs are all signficantly more for the bottom 10% than the top 10%

n  The average comparable farm profit for the top 10% was 8.94p/litre compared with -13.06p/litre for the bottom 10%

n  The top 10% has a significantly larger non milk income than the bottom 10%, at 3.99 compared to 0.80

n  The average yield per cow is 1106 litres higher in the bottom 10% than the top 10%, with the top 10% having a herd on 
average 79 head larger than the bottom 10%

n  Strict control of costs is key to increasing profitability. 

Key
Top 10%               Bottom 10%
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Email: enquiries@oldmillgroup.co.uk 
www.oldmillgroup.co.uk

The content of this newsletter is for general information only. It should not be relied on 
and action which could affect your business should not be taken without appropriate 
professional advice. Please contact your usual Old Mill contact or local Old Mill office.

Exeter
Leeward House, Fitzroy Road, 
Exeter Business Park, 
Exeter, Devon EX1 3LJ
Tel: 01392 214635  
Fax: 01392 214690

Melksham
Wessex House, Challeymead Business Park, 
Melksham, Wiltshire SN12 8BU 
Tel: 01225 701210
Fax: 01225 709817

Wells 
Bishopbrook House, 
Cathedral Avenue,
Wells, Somerset BA5 1FD
Tel: 01749 343366  
Fax: 01749 344986

Yeovil
Maltravers House, Petters Way
Yeovil, Somerset BA20 1SH
Tel: 01935 426181  
Fax: 01935 431852

4 Trent Court, Trent, Sherborne, Dorset, DT9 4SL
Tel: 01935 850093  Fax: 01935 850093
Email: midwest@fcgagric.com

www.fcgagric.com




